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DOES YOUR. TEA PLEASE 
YOU/ 

No beverage in the world is as uni
versal!y popular as tea. le is used in 

d~ii1hcttJri~Lvi~~:do~f;mr~(r;h~ ~~~ 
invigorates the mind and body but also 
serves as the medium by which people 
meet on a basis of friendship and under
standing the world over. There is a 

f~~ ~!~e~~c~r~nc;a p!:J::~~r. in ~g; 
world comes from Ceylon and India. 
"SALADA" is blended entirely from 
these. choice growths and because every 
leaf is pron:ded in the scientific alumin
um foil "SALADA" package, "SAL
ADA" is always absolutely pure, dc-

~~~~;t~0a~r:r~~a"!f~he£r~t ~aec!~~l 
leaf. 

Bulk tea or cea sold in cardboard 
cartons or paper bags is not protcded 
in this way, and so can never be as good. 
You can only obtain "full value" when 
you buy "SALADA." 

~v!;a s~la~ f~bc1 d,~tm~n[hes;~d ~~ 
year of packing arc clearly marked for 
the protcccion of the consumer. 

7he RICH. FRAGAAJlilT FLAVOUR 
of SALADA TEA is 
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TO PR.EPAR.E THE CUP 
The hostess who knows thac guests 

arc ro be diverted by the reading of 
their cups after tea, will select those of 
her teacups chat flare gently towards 
the cop and restrain their decorations 
to the outside surface. She will not 
use a tea-bail or strainer, bur will infuse 
and pour the tea with no attempt to 
hold out chc leaves. 

A very !irtle. of the be.vt:rage should be 
allowed to remain in the cup at the end 
of the tea drinking; the reader then 
infcrucl:s the subjcd to "will" chat his 
true destiny shall find expression in the 
symbols about to be formed, and to life 
the cup by chc handle and swish the 
liquid around in it three rimes by 
executing a rapid swinging motion 
from left to right. He should then 
invert the cup gently over the saucer, 
with the handle cowards himself, and 
turn it slowly three times, making a 
silent wish. The cup is turned towards 
the consultant, to assure his luck. 

So much for the rites of preparation. 
The reader now takes the cup, which 

has cercain fixed points for her. The 
handle reprcsems the person who is 
consulting che oracle; it is also signifi-
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cam of time and diftance-thc nearer 
rhe symbols lie co the handle, the more 
immediate the time implied or the 
shorter the distance. 

The rim of the cup also signifies 
present time; the sides represent the 
future, which becomes more and more 
remote until the boctom of the cup is 
reached. 

After the reading, the consultant will 
not look again into her cup and she will 
be careful to express her appreciation in 
terms other chan thanks to the reader. 

STUDYING THE CUP 
The reader should fir.ft make a leisurely 

e'~~~!tat:~no~:ht:~~ ~t;iid s~~iliw ~~~~~ 
~efore attempting to interpret in detail. 
The tea cup, like life itself, will usually 
show a certain amount of good or i\1-

~g~;::i:rc ~1nd~~~ ~k;rJ;f~~dyd~~f~~~I;: 
will overshadow chose of less importance 
or of clouded or wavering formation and 

r:l~~~~e !~l, rd~~i:,~:tst~~n:b~li~;a~t~h~ 
reader to combine the five great points-

~:~i~~t:· ir~l~~hy~nd~~v:i?,~~y t~~ 
draw fitting analogies. 
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This firft silent study of the cup will 

:~~:r~g~~~dedh~f0J~~b~ ~t~de~~le~Fsri~~ 
If the symbols are clear, even though 
formed by very few leaves, a very well 
connected fortune may be read from 
them. If the outlines lack charader, are 
vague and shapeless, they are not worthy 
of any attention; the earne:,'t seer claims 
th:it in such cases, either the consultant 
did not concentrate his mind when the 

d~~~~;s :~~lr~~~e~~~:f~~d°\!~=o~~ 
himself has not yet given it definice sha~. 

HOW TO R.EAD THE SYMBOLS 
An often-heard enq uiry is, "How have 

the symbols formed by the tea leaves 
acquired such definite meanings?" 

This has come about gradually; the 
old time seers saw certain meaninfis in 

~~~~n a:;~a~~~nns~f~~::~ed o~tl( tt~ 
many interpretations, a set of symbols 
that seem to have been common co most 
seers, was evolved. They have be:come 
traditions, and are rightly so, for amazing 
revelations have be:en made from them. 

The important symbols or pidures are 
easy to memorize, because we, to-day, 
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easily associate the same ideas with them 
chat occurred to the original spae-wive:s. 
("Spae" is from the Scotch Gaelic, mean
ing to foretell or divine one's fortune. 
The spac-wivcs of Scotland are credited 
with originating the art of foretelling the 
future from tea leaves.) 

O ur divinations concern chiefly the 
promise of good or ill fortune, success or 
failure in material affairs, the ad:ivitics 
and interest of the consultant, the coming 

fr~c~ed\;rsinll~~~~~. g~~~ir!r~fdtl~e 0hc~r~~ 
indications of uavcl, joy, sorrow, 
triumph and so forth. 

The mainly recurring symbols should 
be m em orized. These give the keys to 
the ftory, which should not be merely a 
disconned:ed interpretation of the separate 
sym bols, but should be woven together 
in a more or less conned:ed manner. This 
is not difficult, because there arc ofccn 
obvious conned:ions between the sym· 
bols; a parcel with a good luck omen 
close beside it, would naturally be inter· 
prcted as a package which will give 
pleasure to the recipient; a bird flying 
coward the handle (which we have said, 
represents the consultant) is the bringer of 
news and if there is, dose by, a symbol of 
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sorrow, or the indication ol money, it 
does not take great cleverness to see chat 
the news will be sad or that it will tell of 
money; or if both these symbols are 
connected with the news, it is obvious 
enough that something in the nature of a 
legacy is foretold. 

We shall discuss the mo$1:-found indi-

~l~~~~~ ~fdi~;~re::t~;:~d~~~~~~~~i :17d 
memorize them; then, we shall add an 
alphabetical lis't of commonly occurring 
srmbols chat may be easily consuhed as a 
ready reference. 

"DOES MY WISH COME 
TR_UE?" 

Many seers, especially amongft the old 
followers of the cult, leave out the wish
ing rite; but the making of the w ish lies 
dose to the heart of many people and 
their first intcreft, when the cup is 
examined, is expressed in the cager 
queftion, "Do l get my w ish?" 

When the wish has been included, the 
seer therefor generally first looks for an 
omen regarding it. T he wish is rcprc
scmcd by a complete figure such as a 
circle, square, oblong, or irregular figure 
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formed by che tea-leaves, enclosing a 
dear section of che tea-cup's surface. If 
the outline surrounding this clear space is 
slightly broken, the wish will not be 
filled complccdy. 

T he closer the wish-figure is placed to 
che rim and the handle of the cup, che 
more promptly the wish will be realized. 
If the figure lies low on the side or on the 

~h:t::h 0 ~~he o~~ ~~\l\e~i~lt ~h~Fl~!~ 
possible moment 

In the absence of the wish-figure , no 
definite hope for the fulfillment of che 
w ish, can be held ouc by the seer and 
should the ome:ns of ill-fortune predom
inate in the cup, it is probable chat che 
wish will not "come true." 

SYMBOLS OF GOOD 01{ lLL 
FOT{TUNE 

There are many omens that caft an 
atmosphere of good fortune over the cup 
or attach themselves to certain symbols 
in the cup and give them a fortunate 
significance. 

The commonest of these are an anchor, 
clover leaf, crown, arch, butte.rAy, frog, 
angel, triangle, tree, flower, bouquet or 
garland , scar, fleur-de-lis. 
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It is at once apparent, when we look: 
at the list of special omens of ilUortune 
that, without any knowledge of the lore 
of cup-reading, many are included which 
we would say at once were probably 
"unlucky"; a cross, serpent, hour-glass, 
~:~:: cfo:ds.or fire arm, sword, wild 

These two lists should be carefully 
memorized. They are, tq a great extent, 
the "adjed:ives" of cup-reading; a 
symbol which will simply declare an 
evenr , will be given its charad:er by these 
and similar descriptive omens. 

TR.AVEL IS INDICATED 

co!;;:~~r;,fd:t~id at~dthe~:~1:cu;.e Th~ 
figure itself, and the omens chat surround 
and "qualify" it, will indicate whether 
it is in the nature of a little excursion or 
week-e~d trip, or a journey of pretenrious 
propornons. 

An Arch indicates a long journey, pro
bably by steamship. 

A Bear, a long journey, extending over 
a considerable period of time, (corres
ponding to the bear's winter disappear
ance). 

AJR,E'VELATION TO TEA 
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A Bird, if not flying, pom~nds travel. 
A Bridg'- indicates a trip of a pleasant 

nature. 

anf !~fi' :o~~fler~~f~ ~~~e~J!~t bh/:~; 
and prestige. 

A Ladder, travel, usually with somt" 
definite motive rather thln ju~ a plrnsure 
trip. 

Line of Dots denote a trip , especially if 
other signs of rravel are presem; if tbe 
line extends right around the cup, a 
wonderful trip is indicated, possibly 
around the world; the length of the line 
suggcfu the length of the journey. The 
~raighter the line, the more pleasant the 
prospect. If the line wavers greatly, the 
journey is troublesome or attended by 
losses of some kind. 

Th r. position of th t. omen, its nearness to 
the rim of the cup, indicatt:s the probable 
time of the journey. Other omens of 
good or ill, may tell of incidems of 
travel, pleasam or otherwise. 

AFFAIR;, OF THE HEAI\T 
An Anchor denotes con.ftancy in love. 
An Angd, bearer of good news, may 

be the special messenger of love. 

TheRICH,FRAGIIANT FLAVOUR 
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A Chain, if unbroken, denotes an early 
marriage; if broken, difficulties in emo
t ional affairs. 

Flowers, especially when present in 
quantities or in a bouquet, are a sign of 
happy marriage 

A Harp is a sign of marital happiness. 

A Heart, if seen with a ring, speaks 
dearly of marriage- a genuine love 
match. 

A Horse-shoe, if in the picture with 
any other marriage symbol, promises a 
moft happy engagement or m:irriage. 

A Man, appearing in a cup with any 
of che love symbols, is probably the man 

~~fi;:/ffh~r\s ida1:~; ~f~~n~~:h?t c:~dt 
tind, he is of blond type. 

A Palm tree, with irs tall trunk and 
crown of leaves, to a maiden is a sign of 
speedy marriage ; co a married woman, 
a sign of children. 

A Peacock. with a spread rnil, may 

if;c~c~f ~o1~dftrt:~:r!~~h a~\h~ ~c~c~tli~ 
tion of property. 

A Pear in a woman's cup promises a 
wealthy marriage 
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ne: i~At ~c:hat ~t~~:!~~na:c ~n/~~! 
future betrothed ; if the symbol is clear 
and well defi ned, the best is promised; if 
it is cloudy, the prospcd is not un~ 
troubled. If it is far down the sides, the 
m:miage is somewhat distant and if right 
on the bottom, will Ix postponed or 
perhaps never cake place. 

Scissors or a Sword speak of lover's 
q uarrels. 

MONEY MATTER.$ 

Material prosperity or setbacks in 
financial affairs, have various symbols. 

An Aeroplane warns of dangerous 
projects. 

An Anchor, near other sym bols with a 
b usiness significance, is a good sign. 

A Castle, is a sign or fortune, probably 
unexpected. 

Caule, a Cow, or a Cock.. indicates 
prosperity. 

A Church signifies prosperous money 

CWuds, if surrounded by dots, indicate 
:successful ventures. 

The RICH, FRA.GRANT FLAVOUR 
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ind~ca~;0:icg:~: o~ J;:de~h~r ~f;i~hned 
or relative. 

A Ht.art, if surrounded by docs, speaks 
of affairs of the pocket book rather than 
the affections and means pleasure that will 
come through wealth. 

A Hen promises money in increase of 
expec'l:ations. 

A Moon (crescent) is a sign of prosper
ous dealings. 

A Star, if surrounded by docs, indicates 
much wcalch in the future. 

A Triangle, always lucky, may foretell 
a surprise in the form of an inheritance 

A Wheel indicates a legacy. 

SUCCESSFUL OR. NO? 
In the various affairs of life- the 

achieving of one's ambitions, accom
plishment in one's work, happy relations 
with one's fe.llowmen in a social or a 
business way, in a word-success is the 

~~n~f ;h~~t~~~iicaJehe;~o~rr~;u:~~~J 
che desired goal, no matter what its 
n:uure----;-or warn of probable failure. 

Flowers in the absence of omens relat
ing to the affections, may signify success, 
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~!ki~:1\~0 ~1~tae fi~:c~:l i~a:~~1-e under-

A Hat signifies the crown of success 
A H orse promises fulfilment of ambi

tion, probably through a journey. 
An Hour Glass is a warning of im

mediate dangers which may be of a 
financial nature- indicated perhaps, by 
other business omens. 

A House speaks of substantial business 
interests 

A Key forccclls an expansion in busi
ness, w ith increasing revenues. 

A Lion, when unmiscab bly defined, 
forecasts greac achievements. 

Question Mark.. speaks of doubt and 
possible disappointment. 

A R..evolver, especially in connection 
w ith another omen in this group, warns 
of disaster. 

A Windmill is a splendid indication co 
chc person who is engaged in hazardous 
undertakings. 

AS TO GENER.AL HAPPINESS 

A part from chose omens which have 
particularly to do with the happiness that 
comes through love, success in money 
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matters, and so forth, there are others that 
give to the fortune a certain aura of con
tentmenc or satisfaction. Amongst 
these· 

A Bush foretells a pleasant invitation 
to a social function . 

A Bask.et or a Chair foretells an in
crease in the family. 

Clouds are indications of serious trou
ble (unless surrounded by dots, when they 
indicate success in money matters.) 

Clover, always a lucky sign, especially 

~~gp~i1:sro~:rew;~~~ i~a~~~~ ~~:~mt;e 
A Cross warns of trouble or deferred 

hope. 
A Crown is a sign of coming honors 

or deep satisfaction through achievement. 
A De.er or other Antlered Animal fore 

tells business ftrife, and possible failures. 
The Fleur-de-lis may be taken as the 

token of health and happiness if near the 

~iok!n~hdi~;~~es\j~s ~;g~~t.e bottom, it 

A Gun or R.ifle is a sign of unhappiness 
and sometimes of calamity at the hand 
of former friends. 

An Owl is very unfortunate as it indi
cates illness, humiliat ion, poverty; it 
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may be hooting a warning against new 
business undertakings, or to the girl or 
man who is in love. 

A Pitcher is a sign of good health. 
Snak.es or Serprnts call for caution to 

avoid misfortune: , probably caused by 
personal enemies 

Sql!arc.s arc a sign of peace and 
security. 

A Star is a sign of happiness and 
plcasanc cvenrs. 

Straight Lines speak of a lon g and 
serene. life 

TwiSle:.d Outlines form:!! grievances, 
csp-:dally when numerous. 

An Umbrella ,;ignifies irritations and 
discouragements. 

NEWS, LETTEl{S, GIFTS, 
PEl{SONAL l{ELATlONSHlPS 

An Angel signifies good news. 

An Arrow foretells a disconcerting 
letter. 

Birds, if Aying, are harbingers of good 
news. 

A Car or Carriage-the. appro:ich of 
friends 

ffwAICH,FRAGRANT FIAVOUR 
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A Cat- treacherous opponents. 
A Circle indicates the coming of 

money, or a gift. 
A Fish foretells good news from a 

dHtance. 
A Flag warns of danger from an un 

friendly person. 
A Person, if walking is che bearer ol 

good news. 
A Knife warns of disaftrous quarrels 
Squares or Oblongs, whether a single 

leaf or several leaves, represent letters or 
parcels, or news by other channels. If 
dots are close by, money is indicated 
If unclouded, the news is good but if 
clouded, bad news or losses may be ex-

[y~h~~ of~h:~t!~e~.ear a letter is probab-

A Ship tells of a visic from a friend. 
A Mountain signifies powerful friends; 

a mountain range, powerful enemies 
A Pig is a sign of envy , possibly on the 

part of friends 

...... ., 
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HANDY INDEX TO COMMON 
SYMBOLS 

(For detailed interpretations, see special 
sedions} 

Aeroplane-dangerous project. 
Anchor-good luck ; conftancy in love. 
Angel-good news. 
Arrow- disconcerting letter 
Basket- addition to family. 
Bear- long journey. 
Birds-good luck; travel, flying-good 

news. 
Bridge- pleasant trip. 
Bush- pleasant invicacion . 
Car or Carriage-coming of friend~ 
Caftlc:- unexpe.ded fortune. 
Cat- treacherous enemies. 
Cattle- prosperity. 
Church-success in finance. 
Circle-gift or money. 
Clouds-success. 
Clover-luck. 
Crown-honers. 
Crown and Cross- legacy 
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Deer-business failure. 
Dots-travel, if in lines , money, ecc. 
Flag- danger from unfriendly influences . 
Fleur-de-lis-health and happiness, ne:ar 

rim; anger, if on bottom. 
Fish-good news from afar. 
flowers-success and good luck; happy 

marriage. 
Harp--marital happiness. 
Hat-crown of success. 
Heart- with ring, happy love march; 

surrounded by dots, money. 
Hen-money beyond expectations. 
Horsc- fulfillmcnc of ambitions. 
Horseshoe- luck; a fortunate trip or 

near love symbol, happy marriage. 
Hour-glass- immediare financial changes. 
House-substantial business interests. 
Gun-calamity. 
Key-increase in business and revenues. 
Kite:- travel, probably by sea; honors. 
Ladder-travel , with definite object. 
Lion- achievement. 
Man- love affair. 
Moon-(crescent) prosperous dealings 
Mountain - powerful friends. 
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Number.;; - u2d in conjundion with 
other symbols. 

Owl- il lness, poverty, humili:uion. 
Palm tree--speedy m:i.rriage or addition 

to family. 
Peacock- happy marriage. 
Pear- wealth , success, wealthy husband. 
Person w:i.lking- good news, 
Pitcher- good news. 
Pig- good and bad luck. 
Question mark-doubt, disappointment. 

Revolver-disaster. 
Ring- marriage. 
Scissors- lovers' quarrel. 
Ship-visit from friends. 
Snakes- warning against misforcum: 

Squares- peace and security. 
Star- wealth. 
Straight lines- long serene life. 
Sword- lovers' quarrel. 
Triangle- luck; unexpeded inheritance. 
Twisted outlines-grievances , worries. 

Umbrella- irritation or discouragement . 
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FOUNDED ,892 

Salada Tea Company, founded in 
1892 by Mr. P. C. Larkin in Toronto, 
has extended since that time to cover 
every principal city in North America, 
and Salada is shipped to many foreign 
countries as well. This phenomenal 
growth can be atuibuccd only to the 
superior quality and sterling worth of 
"SALADA" when actually tested in 
the teapot. Anyone w ho has not tried 
this most de.licious tea has been con· 
tenting himself with something less 
good than the best. "SALADA" yields 
300 or more cups to the pound when 

:a1he a!e~p~~o~~~ ~~~~ra:e~:o~i:F;,t 
"SALADA" for every cup required. 

"SALADA" is sold in the following 

'or~!~~·~;l~Ic!;J.bBt~e RL~bJa~~ 
Brown Label. 

Gold Label is the linest and most 
expensive quality. 

Brown Label has by far the largest sale 
and is popularly priced. 

All Labels except " Orange Pekoe " 

G~~~ !:J1k~~~j·Bj~/s~cked in Black, 

Free samples of any of these teas may 
be: obtained by writing to "SALADA" 
- Toronto. 
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